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During the 1970s with the start of the woman’s movement, groups of women 
started sharing their stories. To the surprise of many, they learned that they were not 
alone in the abuse they had suffered. Abuse that they had often felt humiliated to admit to 
anyone. It was then that Domestic Violence Agencies began to be open. In those early days, 
many these groups were almost exclusively staffed by women. Within the community, 
including many in law enforcement, they were referred to as group of men haters who 
wanted to break up marriages. 
This is still the main response from abusers. 

How society has generally viewed a woman’s role, has had a great deal of influence 
on how we viewed them as victims of domestic violence. The Bible itself has helped to 
contribute to this attitude. Take the case of Tamar in 2Sam. 1-22. 

Assault on a spouse or partner within the confines of a home or relationship is as 
much a crime as an assault by a stranger or under any other circumstances. Nevertheless, 
until recently, because it is a family matter, law enforcement, upon arrival at the scene, 
often attempted to mediate. 

Clergy, who are confronted with the situation of a violent spouse or partner, should 
have at least an elementary understanding of the legal process. Many times victims of 
spousal/partner abuse will, for their protection, file Temporary Restraining Orders. 
Battered women's shelters or domestic violence counseling centers often provide 
information to victims on filing this document, and on its use and value. There are, of 
course, many other aspects to the legal system relative to this issue. 

The issue of submission of wives to husbands vs. marital separation is of 
paramount importance to any treatment of the subject of spousal/partner abuse. Some 
clergy and congregations, because of their strong position on the inerrant inspiration of 
the Bible in its original text, may feel that to recommend that a woman who is being 
battered leave the home, obtain a restraining order, or file charges is in violation to the 
scriptural injunction for wives to obey their husbands. There are not Biblical references 
to gender that advocate or condone violence as a way of maintaining control of one 
person over another in an intimate relationship. Jesus’ greatest and last commandment is 
to love one another as He loved us. 
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Some common myth and assumptions 

Myth: Domestic violence affects only a small percentage of the population. 
Reality: According to a national survey conducted by Dr. Richard Gelles, violence occurs 
in 28 percent of all marriages. It is likely that this number is in fact underestimated. 
It is estimated that 90 percent of all domestic violence incidents go unreported. 

Myth: Middle class women and men do not experience domestic violence as frequently as 
poor women and men. 
Reality: Abusers and victims come from every race, religion and socioeconomic 
background. Women have reported attacks by husbands who are doctors, judges, lawyers, 
legislators, police officers, teachers, social workers, clergy, factory workers and laborers. 
A University of Wisconsin study found that 25 percent of American adults approved 
of husband/wife physical conflicts. Even more surprising was the evidence that the higher 
the educational level the greater the likelihood of such approval. 
Poor women are often over-represented in shelters for battered women because they 
have few resources. Wealthier women may have access to credit cards, bank accounts 
and cash and can purchase services. They may have more to lose in terms of status and 
economics if they report their abusers to police. 

Myth: Alcohol abuse causes violence. 
Reality: Studies reveal that 40 to 80 percent of the time alcohol is a factor in incidents of 
domestic violence. However, researchers agree that alcohol is not the cause of domestic 
violence. Drinking lowers one's control or inhibitions and may be the excuse for letting 
down these restraints against violence. 

Myth: Abusers are psychopathic. Only sick, evil people abuse their partners. 
Reality: Abusers may lead "normal" lives in all aspects except their inability to control 
aggressive impulses. While no one would dispute the evil of a vicious assault on another 
person, men who beat their wives or intimate partners are not always psychologically 
unbalanced. 
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Studies have found that the male spouse abuser has a poor self-image, feels he is less 
than he ought to be and feels he does not live up to society's ideal of masculinity. A man 
takes out his feelings of inadequacy and frustrations on his wife because he feels he can, 
because he feels he can't tell off his boss, and because he feels that other men would 
respond to his aggression in kind. 
Abusers do show a tendency to use charm as a manipulative technique and are usually 
described by "their" women as being very, very good or very, very horrid. Unlike the 
psychopath, however, the abuser does feel a sense of guilt and shame at his uncontrollable 
actions and this may contribute to his denial of the dire consequences of his actions. 

Myth: Women who are domestic violence victims are masochistic, provoke the 
assaults and enjoy the violence. 
Reality: According to Murray Strauss in Sexual Inequality, Cultural Norms, and Wife 
Beating (1976), husbands provoke the violence 85 percent of the time. Women report 
being brutally assaulted for such things as: the baby is crying, the dishes weren't done 
yet, the man wanted a dinner other than that which had been prepared, his or her 
wanting to have sex, his or her not wanting to have sex. 
The idea that anyone would enjoy violence -- being punched in the face, kicked in the 
abdomen, thrown against a wall, having bones broken, eyes swollen shut and lips 
split open -- is ludicrous. 

Myth: Some women need or deserve a beating to keep them in line. 
Reality: Historically, laws have stated that men not only had the right but the obligation 
to keep their "children, cattle and wives from transgressing." 
Both secular and religious bodies made laws to this effect. Laws have changed, but 
attitudes prevail. No one has the right to control another's behavior by violent and 
brutal assaults. 
Studies have suggested that a victim's behavior may have little correlation to an 
abuser's violence. When the abuser is under stress, he will find reasons to assault 
the victim. 

Myth: A strong faith will prevent battering. 
Reality: The prevention of battering relies on the development and understanding of 
what it means to care for and love another. Religion, its scripture and its community, has 
been used to accept or condone violence in relationships. These same resources can also 
provide restraints against violence and define healthy, safe relationships. It will take more 
than faith to prevent battering 

Myth: Shelters for victims of violence break up families. 
Reality: "To suggest that shelters break up abusive families is like saying that hospitals 
cause auto accidents.” Violence breaks up families. 
Women who have been abused must make their own decisions regarding their future 
and their children's future. This is the philosophy of empowerment held by most shelter 
programs. 
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Being a victim of domestic violence is a difficult experience and the decision to leave is 
not a simple one. About 75 percent of women who go to shelters return to abusive 
relationships and nearly that number will return to the shelter after another violent 
episode. 

Assumptions 
There are some common assumptions that can act as barriers for laity and clergy 

that can be a barrier to taking action. 

Assumption: Domestic Violence is not occurring in any families in our church. 
Fact: DV takes place in the homes of families in every social and economic class. Up to 1 
in 4 women in the US are abused at some point in their lives effecting 28% of all 
marriages. The issue is not if but who. Those who are abused are fearful and ashamed. 
Assumption: The church should not invade the privacy of the family. 
Fact: The church has long supported teachings and practices that directly influence family 
behaviors when it comes to birth, illness, divorce, and death. 
Assumption: Marriage vows are sacred and marriage should be preserved at all at all costs. 

Fact: When abuse is taking place, the covenant of love and mutual affection that the vows 
establish is violated, and the marriage is in danger of being destroyed. Pretending that 
vows alone will somehow protect both the abuser and the abused does nothing to help 
both individuals honor one another and their promise to God. The Episcopal marriage 
canons acknowledge that the priority in cases of marital stress is the safety of the persons 
involved and when abuse is taking place, the dissolution of the marriage is an option. 

A Cycle of Violence 

Many people who work with violent families have noted a pattern or cycle of violence. 
While there is no uniformity on how long a phase lasts, there seems to be a pattern, 
however: the tension building phase, the explosion or acute battering incident, and the 
calm, loving respite. 

There are also other models of domestic violence dynamics. 

Tension Building Phase: In this phase the abuser becomes increasingly edgy. The 
victim, noticing this behavior, may try to calm or appease the abuser in ways that have 
worked in the past. There may be minor outbursts of violence for which the abuser may 
quickly apologize using such words as "I'm really sorry that I hit you, but if you only had 
(or hadn't) done . . ." Usually the victim forgives and assumes the guilt for these incidents. 
The victim will rarely become angry because she fears that her anger would serve to 
escalate the violence. The abuser is aware of his inappropriate behavior even if he doesn't 
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acknowledge it. This serves to make him even more fearful that she will leave him. He 
attempts to keep her captive by being more abusive, possessive and controlling. His ability 
to defend these assaults or to placate his victim becomes less effective. The tension builds 
to a point where an assaultive explosion is inevitable. 

Explosion/Critical Phase is the shortest and most violent part of the cycle. It may 
begin with the abuser attempting to teach the victim a lesson, not with the intent of doing 
her physical injury, although this is the result of his unrestrained rage. At the end of the 
episode some abusers cannot fully understand or remember what has occurred. Although 
the victim will often let her anger out during this phase, she does not usually fight back 
because she believes that to do so will only bring her more abuse and injury. Although 
most victims are seriously beaten at the end of this phase, they consider themselves "lucky" 
for surviving and will often placate the abuser by denying the extent of their injuries. 

Remorse Phase is a period of calm. Some victims, sensing that phase two is in-
evitable, will "encourage" its appearance and completion because they know that once the 
violence of phase two is over, phase three brings the "reward" of a kind, caring, if not 
contrite, partner. The abuser is usually sorry for his behavior even if he does not 
acknowledge this. He promises never to do it again and the victim wants to believe him 

He may even become especially helpful and compromising in his behavior. Just 
prior to this phase a victim may have sought outside help, perhaps in connection with 
treatment for 
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injuries. The appearance of her idealized, loving husband during this phase provides her 
with a glimpse of what she hopes for -- that people who truly love one another can 
overcome all odds. The apparent calm and bliss of phase three often undercuts a victim's 
interest in seeking and utilizing help. The cycle of violence inevitably continues as phase 
one behavior unfortunately reappears. 

Honeymoon/Pursuit Phase: This is most deceptive and misunderstood phase of all. 
Many violent relationships begin with quick, intense, seductive courtship. The victim often 
looks back on this happy, loving time, hoping that the abuse will end and that the abuser 
will return to being the person he or she “once was.” 

A word about Forgiveness 
The cycle of violence is a particular danger zone for those taught to practice the 

Christian virtues of forgiveness and forbearance? Abusers will use these words, and victims 
will believe that they are doing “what Jesus would do” only if they forgive the abuser and 
stay in the relationship. Abusers may even quote scriptures that seem to imply that a 
woman should “submit” to her spouse. 

If they are married, the victim often feels it is up to her to make the marriage work, 
to prove to the family, the church, and to God that they can keep their marriage vows. 
Christian friends and even the church can unknowingly perpetuate the cycle of violence 
when they minimize behaviors, excuse outbursts, and believe the manipulative contrition 
of the abuser. During the honeymoon phase the abuser may try to convince his or her 
victim to forgive, but will take no accountability for the action of abuse. 

Forgiveness is a process, not just a one-time action. True forgiveness typically 
comes later, after a victim has broken free of the coercive behavior and can think and 
choose what course is best. Forgiveness does not release the abuser from responsibility. It 
is a healing process for the victim after a sense of safety and self-worth has been regained. 
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An Overview of A Batterer 

Not all batterers are alike, but they often share some common characteristics. Batterers 
appear to: 

• Have intense, dependent relationships with their victims;
• Have low self-esteem;
• Believe all the myths about domestic violence;
• Be traditionalists, believe in male supremacy and stereotyped masculine sex roles;
• Have poor impulse control or explosive tempers;
• Have limited tolerance for frustration and severe reactions to stress;
• Often present a dual-personality -- loving or violent;
• Have difficulty acknowledging or describing feelings;
• Deny and minimize their violent behavior;
• Not believe their violent behavior should have negative consequences;
• Be extremely jealous, possessive, controlling and fear they will be abandoned;
• Be depressed and vulnerable to drug and alcohol abuse.

An Overview of Battered Women 

While battered women are different from one another in circumstances and 
characteristics and vary as much as non-battered women from one another, there are some 
characteristics that appear to be common to victims of domestic violence. And these 
characteristics often correspond to the needs of their violent abusers. Victims appear to: 

• believe all the myths about domestic violence;
• be traditionalists about home, family unity and female sex roles;
• accept responsibility for the batterer's behavior;
• have low self-esteem;
• feel guilt, self-blame and self-hatred and deny legitimacy of their own feelings and

needs;
• show martyr-like endurance and passive acceptance;
• hold unrealistic hopes that change is imminent;
• become increasingly socially isolated;
• act compliant, helpless and powerless in order to appease the offender;
• define themselves in terms of other people's needs;
• be trying to get relief by self-medicating.
• have a high risk for drug and alcohol addictions;
• Exhibit stress disorders, depression and psychosomatic complaints.
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Why Do Abused Women Stay? 

For some women, physical punishment in their childhood was rare or mild, but their 
homes were controlled, traditional and authoritarian. Other women experienced violence 
in their childhood homes and appear to expect it in their homes and relationships. Both 
groups of women cling to the hope that it will never happen again and that the batterer's 
promise to stop is true. 

Battered women often hold fiercely to conventional views of marriage and sex-
stereotypical roles. They believe they are responsible for their husband's well being. They 
make excuses for his behavior. They believe it is a woman's responsibility to insure the 
peace and success of the family. These women think they can change their partner's 
behavior by acting more loving or being better wives. They believe they can save their 
partners. Violence for many has been interpreted as "their cross to bear." 

Women also stay because they are socially and economically dependent on their abusing 
partner. 

Some women with children often stay because they cannot imagine how the children will 
be fed and clothed without the income from their spouse. Others believe that a violent 
father is better than no father at all. Some women have been told that the family must stay 
together at all costs. 

In many cases the victim becomes passive and submissive because she believes that she 
has no control over the relationship's violence or her own children's safety.
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An Overview of Children Who Witness Domestic Violence 

Children often appear: 
• sad, fearful, depressed and/or anxious;
• aggressively defiant or passively compliant;
• to have limited tolerance for frustration and stress;
• to become isolated and withdrawn;
• to be at risk for drug and alcohol abuse, sexual acting out, running away;
• to have poor impulse control;
• to feel powerless;
• to have low self-esteem;
• to take on parental roles.

Domestic violence may be kept from relatives, neighbors, clergy and others, but the 
children of violent partners know what is happening. In one home there may not be any 
physical violence against a child whose adult caretakers have an abusive relationship, 
while in another home there may be physical abuse of the child as well. Either way, a child 
who lives in a house where domestic violence occurs is a victim all the same. 

A home that is characterized by physical, emotional, sexual or property abuse is a 
frightening, debilitating and unhealthy place. The children in such a home are often unable 
to be children. They worry about protecting their parents. They are concerned that they 
not become an additional source of stress or problem, and fear for their own safety and 
security. They have the burden of carrying around a tremendous family secret. 

Children from violent homes often suffer from depression. Some become isolated. 
Many do not want to bring friends home because of the shame and unpredictability of 
violence. They may spend much time away from home and get into trouble for truancy, 
petty crimes or disturbances. Children from violent homes often experience nightmares, 
sleep disturbances and nighttime bed- wetting. A child's ability to handle his or her 
schoolwork the next day is often adversely affected. Domestic violence incidents often 
occur during late evening hours, just at the time a child is getting ready for bed, and often 
wakes them up with shouts and noise. 

Children from violent homes often feel responsible for everything bad that 
happens to themselves or to their parents. If they were neater, quieter, helped more 
or were smarter in school, maybe the violence would stop. 
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The Marriage Covenant and Divorce or Separation 

A strong belief in the permanency of the marriage vows may prevent an abused 
spouse from considering separation or divorce as options for dealing with family 
violence. For the Christian, the promise of faithfulness "for better or for worse... 'till 
death do us part" is commonly taken to mean, "stay in the marriage no matter what," 
even though death of one or more family members is a real possibility in abusive 
families. 

The covenant of Christian marriage is a life-long, sacred commitment made 
between two persons and witnessed by other persons and by God. A covenant 
between marriage partners usually contains some or all of the following elements: 

1. It is made in full knowledge of the relationship.
2. It involves a mutual giving of self to the other.
3. It is assumed to be lasting.
4. It values respect, and equality between persons.
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One or both partners can violate a marriage covenant. Violence or abuse in a 
marriage violates this covenant, fractures a relationship and the trust, which was assumed 
between partners. Neither partner should be expected to remain in an abusive situation. 
Often, one marriage partner feels a heavy obligation to remain and do everything possible 
to make it work. This is most often true for victims. However, a covenant relationship only 
works if both partners are able and willing to work on it. It is clear that God does not 
expect anyone to stay in a situation that is abusive. Just as Jesus did not expect His 
disciples to remain in a village that did not respect and care for them (Luke 9:1-6), neither 
does He expect persons to remain in a family relationship where they are abused and 
violated. 

If there is a genuine effort to change on the part of the abuser, it is possible to 
renew the marriage covenant, including in it a clear commitment to non-violence in the 
relationship. If the one who is being abusive is not willing or able to change then the 
question of divorce or separation arises. 

At this point in the marriage, these radical actions make public what has 
happened in private. The other option, of course, is to continue to pretend that the 
marriage is intact. One woman reported that she has been divorced for a month but 
that her marriage ended ten years ago when the abuse began. 

In violent homes, divorce is not breaking up families. Violence and abuse are 
breaking up families. Divorce or separation is often the painful, public acknowledgment of 
an already accomplished fact, but such intervention may be necessary to generate healing 
and new life from a devastating and deadly situation. 

Theological and Scriptural Issues 

The experience of physical or psychological pain or deprivation can generally be 
referred to as "suffering." When a person experiences suffering, often the first question is, 
"Why is there suffering?" and "Why me?" These are classical theological questions to which 
there are no totally satisfactory answers. Sometimes, people try to explain suffering by 
saying that it is "God's will" or "part of God's plan for my life" or "God's way of teaching me 
a lesson." These explanations assume God to be stern, harsh, even cruel and arbitrary. 

Suffering which occurs when a person is beaten, raped, or abused, especially in a 
family relationship cannot be justified. A victim for a number of reasons, including a belief 
that such endurance will eventually “change” the person who is being abusive, may on 
occasion, endure it. However, this belief is unrealistic and generally only reinforces the 
behavior. 

Christian tradition teaches that suffering happens to people because there is evil 
and sinfulness in the world. Striving to live a righteous life does not guarantee that one 
will be protected from the sinfulness of another. A person may find that she or he suffers 
from having made a poor decision (e.g. by marrying a spouse who is abusive). But this in 
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no way means that the person either wants to suffer or deserves abuse from the spouse. 
In religious teaching, at no point does God promise that we will not suffer in this 

life; however, in scripture God does promise to be present to us when we suffer. This is 
especially evident in the Psalms, which give vivid testimony to people's experience of 
God's faithfulness in the midst of suffering (see Psalms 22 and 55). 

One's fear of abandonment by God is often strong when experiencing suffering 
and abuse. Victims of abuse, who often feel they have been abandoned by almost 
everyone, usually experience this fear: friends, other family members, clergy, doctors, 
police, lawyers, and counselors. Perhaps none of these believed the family members or 
were able to help. It is therefore very easy for victims to conclude that God has also 
abandoned them. For Christians, the promise to victims from God is that even though all 
others abandon them, God will be faithful. This is the message found in Romans: 

"For I am sure that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor 
things present, nor anything else in all creation, will be able to separate us from the 
love of God in Christ Jesus our Lord." (Romans 8:38-39, Revised Standard Version.) 

Often this reassurance is very helpful to victims of violence. Suffering may 
indeed present an occasion for growth, but whether this potential is actualized 
depends on how the experience of suffering is managed. 

Sometimes, people who regard suffering as God's will for them believe that God is 
teaching them a lesson and/or that hardship builds character. Experiences of suffering 
can, in fact, be occasions for growth. People who suffer may realize in retrospect that 
they learned a great deal from the experience and grew more mature as a result. This can 
be the case, but only when the person who is suffering also receives support and 
affirmation throughout the experience. With the support of family, friends and helpers, 
people who are confronted with violence in their family can end the abuse, possibly leave 
the situation, make major changes in their lives and grow as mature adults. They can also 
learn more difficult lessons: dealing with self-reliance, anger, survival outside abusive 
relationships and personhood. 

However, this awareness that suffering can be an occasion for growth must come 
from those who are suffering and at a time when they are well on their way to renewal. It 
is hardly appropriate to point out that things really are not so bad and that someday she or 
he will be glad that all of this happened. These and other words of "comfort and 
reassurance" are usually for the benefit of the clergy person, not the victim. At a later time, 
it may be useful to point out the new growth which has taken place and very simply to 
affirm the reality that this person has survived an extremely difficult situation. 
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Clergy Responses 

The most important first step for clergy is to recognize that domestic violence exists 
with greater frequency than you may have assumed, even within your own congregation. 
The battered woman is in your congregation, however well she or her abuser may attempt 
to conceal that presence. Within your congregation there are also batterers. There are also 
children witnessing, or themselves enduring, violence in their homes on a regular basis. 
For these reasons, it is important that you learn how to recognize and deal with domestic 
violence. 

 The second most important step in your efforts to help is to understand and to 
declare that domestic violence is a crime and will not be tolerated. By speaking to the 
parish at Sunday services, you can help the congregation and the community become more 
aware of issues of domestic violence and encouraged to respond in ways that will help the 
victims, batterers and their families who are experiencing violence. 

Guidelines for Clergy 

When a woman comes to you for help or you suspect there may be violence in the 
home, there are some specific things to keep in mind. Problems associated with domestic 
violence are difficult to work through. Usually patterns of abuse have existed for a long 
time, and unless you are a professionally trained counselor, you should not enter into a 
long-term counseling or therapy situation. You are in a unique position to relate and minis
ter to all parties and these pastoral relationships need to be preserved. 

The response of clergy and laity to the religious crisis caused by domestic 
violence can be a great resource for victims. The following guidelines may prove helpful; 
however, as a clergy person, you need to be aware that the life of the victim may be in 
immediate danger and safety is the first concern. 
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1. Ask the question. Women rarely come in and announce they have been battered. Women
may come for counseling and speak in terms that are general or vague. Develop some ways
that you are comfortable with for asking specific questions such as, "Are you in danger?"
"What does are Do when he gets angry?" "Are you worried about the safety of you and your
children?" Listen to the woman and understand her situation; uncover abuse; recognize
panic and fear. Take seriously her assessment of a life-threatening situation and the
potential danger for her from her husband's violence. Do not discount her fears that he may
try to kill her if she leaves, or that if she stays she may end up dead.
2. Believe her! Battered women will often be telling you the minimal truth, not an
exaggerated version. There are many things a battered woman fears and fear of not being
believed is a strong one. This fear will be compounded in religious settings when her
husband is on the vestry, sings in the choir or is a "pillar of the community," all of which
are very likely. It is important for her to break the silence by describing what is happening
to her. Telling you the story is embarrassing for her. She is not likely to exaggerate.
3. Listen to her and affirm her feelings. It is crucial that clergy respond with affirmation
and without judgment to a battered woman. Let her be your teacher and educator. You be
a listener. Listen without assigning blame.
Active and respectful listening may be more important than giving theological answers.
Listening carefully and attentively can help you discern what is important to the person in
crisis. The important thing is to learn, from inside the victim's own theology, what will be
helpful to her for her safety and well-being. You can discuss theological differences when
the person is not in crisis.
4. Unequivocally challenge violence. It is often difficult for victims of domestic violence to
come forward because of our tendency to "victimize the victim." It is important to state
clearly that violence is not acceptable and not ask a woman questions such as "What did
you do to provoke him?" A battered woman is not responsible for the violence in her
relationship. Confront her with the reality of the situation: she can't make him stop and
neither can you. She can, however, declare that she will leave if he does it again, or that she
will not come back until he gets help.
Support faith statements that address the victim's safety, well being and empowerment. A
victim may say, "I believe that God never sends us anything we can't handle." This sincere
belief may be both an obstacle and an opportunity. On the one hand, it implies that God has
sent this abuse, that it is God's will that we must put up with and endure the "cross that
God has seen fit to lay upon us." This first implication could stand in the way of the victim's
safety. On the other hand, it also implies that God knows this person has resources for
dealing with the abusive situation. It may be more helpful to affirm this part of the
statement and say, "Let's name the resources you think God has given you to deal with it."
5. Encourage her to find a safe place for herself if she is in physical danger. Such a place
could be the home of a friend or relative, a shelter, a motel or a church-family refuge.
6. Offer the woman alternatives from which to choose. Her vision may be so clouded from
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a life    of abuse that she may not be able to see her options. Some of these options may be 
individual counseling, career counseling, support groups, education, separation, help for 
the battered, divorce or legal aid or counsel. 
7. It is extremely important that a battered woman make her own choices and make
them in her own time. Support her even if you disagree with her decision. If she decides
to stay in the relationship, it is appropriate to share with her your concern for her safety
and to discuss ways she can increase her safety. It is not appropriate for you to tell her
what she has to do or should do. Beware of your tendency to want to rescue the woman. It
is imperative for her to make her own choices: whether to stay or to leave, and how to do
it.
8. Help her discover and develop her own resources: money, friends, relatives,
employment, and stress reduction. Encourage her to make contact with the nearest shelter.
9. Confront what is happening to any children who are involved in this relationship. Are
they being abused? Does she want this kind of future for them? Sometimes concern for the
welfare of her children can motivate a woman to act. In California there is a legal obligation
to report any known child abuse.
10. Have it as your goal to involve her in a domestic violence program as soon as possible.
In addition, a woman counselor or lay leader or women's group can provide further
support she may need to deal with her situation.
11. Continue to support her. It is important that you not give battered woman resources
and then exit the scene, particularly if she has been an active member of your
congregation. Maintain contact by checking with her periodically to see how she is doing
and offer more information on resources.
12. Assure confidentiality. Let her know that you will not discuss this matter with
anyone else without her permission. Agree that you will not call on her at home and
bring up the subject. Doing either of these may increase her danger as well as increase
her fear and distrust.
13. Confronting the abuser. Any information shared by a victim about her assailant's
behavior must be considered confidential in order to guard her safety. Clinical
experience suggests that confrontation with abusers by untrained practitioners may
endanger victims and should be avoided at all costs.

If the abuser confronts you, remember he may vehemently deny any wrongdoing 
and may not even be able to remember the episodes of violence. You will need to be 
patient with him, yet unrelenting in your statements that the violence must cease today. 
The abuser may have a long history of violence in his own family and will need help in 
seeing his behavior clearly and beginning to identify the patterns of violence in his life. This 
should be a learning process to effect change and NOT an exercise in finding excuses for 
the violent behavior. There is no short- term solution to a life of violence; therefore it 
should be your goal to involve him in a batterer's program as soon as possible. It is just as 
important for you to maintain contact with the abuser to offer hope and support as it is for 
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14. Individual counseling is usually the only option. Unless the violence has completely
stopped and the man has gone through a batterer's program, couples counseling could
increase the level of violence a woman experiences. She faces the fact that if she talks
about the situation she will be beaten later, and not being able to talk about the situation
nullifies the counseling process. The immediate goal is not to save the marriage, but to
stop the violence.
15. Give her the gift of time and be prepared for frustration. A battered woman needs time
to sort through a lot of religious, social, emotional and economic issues. She deserves time
and patience from you as she does this. She will know when the time is right for her to act.
Provide support and help her rebuild her sense of self-worth, self-confidence and the belief
that she can make it on her own.

Respectfully offer alternatives to faith statements that are keeping victims trapped. 
A good way to do this is to make "I" statements. If you say, "I am confident that God does 
not want you to suffer," or "I do not believe that God is punishing you for sin" you may be 
heard as offering possibilities to victims, rather than shaming and blaming them for 
believing the wrong thing. 
Connected with ideas of sin may be the victim's feeling that she must forgive the 
abuser and stay in the abusive situation. Respectfully suggest that if abuse is ongoing, 
it means that the abuser has not repented and that therefore forgiveness is not 
appropriate. You may suggest that forgiveness is the end, not the beginning, of the 
healing process. You may suggest that forgiveness is up to God, not up to the victim. 
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16. Refer! Refer! Refer! Domestic violence affects the entire family. Many local domestic
violence programs have professionals who will work with the victim, the children and
the abusers. Domestic violence does not stop by itself. Children who grow up witnessing
violence are likely to become victims and abusers.

Service Providers 

LEARN WHAT RESOURCES ARE AVAILABLE TO VICTIMS AND BATTERERS 
BEFORE YOU NEED TO CONSULT OR REFER TO THEM. Among the social service 
providers you need to contact are: 

• Local shelter programs
• Local batterers programs
• Local self-help groups
• Alcoholics Anonymous
• Local individual, marital and family therapists
• The local prosecutor's office

Domestic violence programs and their staff see or speak with hundreds of victims and 
batterers on a daily basis, twenty-four hours a day. They are skilled and experienced with 
handling the complicated and difficult issues of domestic violence. Ideally, clergy should 
develop a partnership with them. The staff of programs can support the clergy's ongoing 
pastoral care to victims, batterers and their families, relatives and congregations. Clergy 
can support the domestic violence staff's ongoing efforts to provide safety, legal recourse 
and counseling to those involved. 

Among the things which may be helpful to know is how domestic violence programs 
operate and their philosophy. 

Programs for victims and related programs for non-resident victims, children who 
witness violence, and for batterers exist in every county. Clergy and religious 
communities can support these programs in the following ways: 
(1) Post in a prominent place the phone numbers for emergency hot lines, the local
shelter and programs for violent partners;
(2) Visit and talk with counselors in the above programs;
(3) Ask the program if there are basic needs, which the congregation could assist in
gathering. Some of these supplies might be: clothing, food, furniture, toys, and linens;
(4) Recruit volunteers for training and ongoing assistance at the shelter, crisis lines, and
where ever needed
(5) Write to local, state, and national legislators encouraging them to support local

programs;
(6) Offer to sponsor a woman who needs a place to live or to assist her in finding and
furnishing a place to live.
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In a broader response, clergy and religious communities can act as prophetic "voices 
crying in the wilderness" by also: 
(1) Sponsoring a series of forums on domestic violence;
(2) Organizing a task force on domestic violence to keep informed on the issues and to
respond in new ways as needed:
(3) Subscribing to newsletters of local programs and to national networks and posting the
phone number of local programs in church bulletins;
(4) Forming a study group to consider some of the religious issues raised by domestic
violence and making the group's discoveries available to those experiencing domestic
violence.
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Crisis Counseling 

If you receive a call from a victim who has just been beaten, is in crisis and 
asking for help, we suggest the following: 
Do not go to the home. The violence may still be occurring and could be dangerous to you. 
Offer to call the police. 

Ask her if the violence is over and how she is at this point. Does she need medical 
attention? Does she fear her abuser will be back? Where are the children? Does she have a 
safe place she can go to? If a shelter is her only option, provide her with the phone number 
and encourage her to call. 

Encourage her to make contact with the local victims program, whatever she decides. 
Most domestic violence programs, in an effort to empower a woman to take responsibility 
for her safety and her needs, prefer a victim to call for help directly. Strongly encourage her 
to do so. 
If a couple comes to you for counseling because of episodes of violence, recognize that this 
visit rarely occurs without pressure from civil authorities or under threats from relatives. 
Occasionally, the victim has compelled the abuser to go to couples counseling by stating 
that she will not see him under any other circumstances. In this latter case, you will be a 
third party to their "visitation" and have little room for counseling interventions. 

The success rate for treating violent relationships in couple counseling is extremely 
low. 

Most abusers are looking for easy, quick solutions and for immediate ways of getting back 
together with their partner-victim. Most victims do not want to separate or leave their 
partner- batterer and wish to believe that if they confront their abuser before a third party 
(the pastor), the abuser will be forced or embarrassed into changing his behavior. 
Unfortunately, this rarely happens. 

If a couple comes to you for counseling because of violent episodes in the 
relationship or if you discover in the course of counseling a couple that violence occurs in 
their relationship, we strongly recommend that you refer them to a domestic violence 
program or to a counselor trained in treating domestic violence situations. In most cases, 
each partner will be referred to separate counselors or to a group situation for victims or 
for batterers. The victim's goal is to take responsibility for her safety needs. The batterer is 
to take responsibility for his violent behavior and to change it. 
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Pre-Marital Counseling 

Pre-marital counseling is a unique and crucial opportunity for you to assess how a 
man responds to and deals with anger and frustration, and how the couple interacts and 
responds to each other. In pre-marital counseling you can explore family histories as well 
as current behaviors. (Seventy percent of all men who batter saw their mother being 
battered.) Early warning signs such as alcohol or drug abuse, physical abuse during 
courtship, cruelty to animals, inability to handle frustration, poor self-image, extreme 
possessiveness and jealousy, a police record for a violent crime and many other 
characteristics can help identify potential batterers. 

These early warning signs and other literature or discussion of family violence should 
become an integral part of pre-marital programs in your congregation. 
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Early Warning Signs 

Alcohol/Drug Abuse. Expert’s say that between 40 and 80 percent of battering 
incidents involves alcohol and drug abuse. 
Physical abuse during courtship is often a guarantee of later abuse. The evidence is 
overwhelming that after one beating there will be more. As time goes on, the abuse usually 
will become more severe and more frequent. It can be a mistake to marry with the idea "I 
can change him." 
Violent environments breed abuse. If a man grows up seeing his father beat his mother, 
he is apt to think of abuse as normal behavior. If he was violently abused by his parents, 
there may be a greater chance that he will batter his wife, his child, or both. 
Abusers are often cruel to animals. Many kill them for sport, and this should not be 
minimized. Anyone who beats a dog or other pets should be considered a potential 
batterer. 
An inability to handle frustration should be a warning. If relatively minor problems, 
such as missing a parking space or being jostled in a crowd, cause a man to blow his top, 
to scream and otherwise seriously over react to the situation, he may try to handle many 
of the normal frustrations of marriage by abusing his spouse. 
Batterers are men who cannot handle frustration and turn to violence as a solution to 
problems. A man who frequently punches walls, breaks objects or throws things in rage is 
likely to turn on a woman. 
A poor self-image is another characteristic of a batterer. Men often attack women when 
they feel their masculinity has been threatened. 
Extreme possessiveness and jealousy. If a man considers his spouse to be his property 
and becomes enraged when he does not receive all of her attention, he is a potential 
abuser. If he is threatened by a woman's friendships and does not want her to form any, 
that should be considered as another negative sign. 
A police record for a violent crime, such as rape, assault and battery, or armed 
robbery. Any type of recurring violent behavior is a sign. 
A general dislike or mistrust of women. 

A Summary of Response 

1. Indicate that violence of any kind in marriage and family life is unacceptable.
Let the congregation know where you stand in clear and simple terms.
2. To help the congregation deal with the issues of domestic violence, educate members
through sermons and by setting up appropriate educational programs for adults, teens and
children.
3. Make contact with the local domestic violence program. Become familiar with
available resources such as audio-visual materials and speakers bureau.
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4. Find out what the congregation can do to support your local domestic violence
program. Furniture and clothing for women and children, as well as financial support,
may be needed.
5. Familiarize yourself with legal matters, which may arise. Staff workers and volunteers at
local domestic violence programs are trained to help women deal with legal issues and are
an available resource.
6. Be prepared to discuss the theological and religious issues with the victim, the
children, the abuser and the congregation. Suggested ways to educate yourself about
domestic violence include:

a) Investigating denominational resources on local, regional, and national levels.
b) Exploring the religious and theological issues with your study group or other peers.
c) Reflecting on these issues personally through study and prayer.
d) Attending training seminars sponsored by your local do Domestic violence program.

Pastoral Self Care 

Helping families who are experiencing violence is extremely frustrating and 
difficult work. Clergy would do well to remember that they are not able to control all the 
events in the lives of their congregants. What excellent and competent clergy we would 
be if we could spare our congregants the suffering and pain that life holds. 

Since that is not possible, it is always helpful to have a support network of other 
clergy or helping professionals with whom to share some of the concerns and feelings, 
which come up in the course of helping congregants in crisis. Develop a network for 
yourself. The staff of domestic violence programs can also function in this way for you. 
Beyond offering guidance and resources, they can offer support to you personally in your 
efforts to make a difference in the lives of the people in your congregation. 

Post Script 

This manual has been directed basically in cases where the victim is a female. That 
does not mean that men are not at times the victim. A whole different set of reasons has 
kept men from reporting their victimization. The majority of what has been said about 
action to be taken however is very similar. Just because you may never have thought about 
the man being the victim do not be surprised if you have such a case in your congregation. 
As with women victims, you need to be prepared to listen and ask questions and provide an 
appropriate response. 
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